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Questions 1996 Wisconsin Elvis Memorial (?) Tournament
University of Iowa Moose
TOSSUPS:
1. He criticized Michael Chang for not playing on the United States' Davis Cup team, but even
non-tennis fans have heard from this tennis star recently, whether it be because of his commercials
for Canon or for dating Brooke Shields. FTP, who is this "rock 'n' roll tennis player" on the U.S.
Davis Cup team?
Andre AGASSI
2. Grass, moon, ribbon, bonnet, devil, chip, monday, stocking, bird, collar, whale, jay, beard,
and berry. FTP, what word belongs in front of all of these words?
BLUE
3. This painter was awarded the Order of Santiago in 1658, two years before his death, and Philip
IV caused the cross of Santiago to be added to his self-image in his most famous portrait. Trained
by Pacheco, he was a friend of Rubens and his works include The Drinkers and the Gtarden of the
Villa Medici, Rome. FTP name this artist who also painted Las Meninas.
Diego Roderiguez de Silva y VELAZQUEZ
4. This law of economics states that as a family income increases, a smaller and smaller proportion
of income is spent for food. Modem offshoots of this law, named for a 19th century German
administrator and statistician, include the concepts of optional consumption and discretionary
income. FTP name this law, which shares its name with Karl Marx's collaborator.
ENGEL'S LAW
5. Who would have guessed that this action adventure star would ever have won an award for
directing, but he recently won the Hollywood Foreign Press Association's Golden Globe award
for best director of the year. FTP who is this actor/director who began his career as Mad Max?
MelGIDSON
6. One of the earliest proponents of idealism, he was born in 1685 and lived in Rhode Island from "
1729 to 1732, where he wrote Alciphron. Other works include Three Dialogues Between ~tt1liU .. "J.
Philonus and Principles of Human Knowledge. FTP name this Irish philosopher, who also
penned Essay TOWjds a New Theory of Vision and Siris.
George BERKELEY (barkley)
7. Characters in this ballet include Duke Albrecht, Hilarion, and the Queen of the Wilis. When the
title character is spumed in love, she goes mad and stabs herself with Albrecht's sword. The
wilis, ghosts of spumed maidens all, force Hilarion to dance himself to death, but the title character
manages to save Albrecht from the same fate. FTP, name this eponyomous ballet. ~~ c.""~Qsu A~~~ ~~~.
GISELLE
8. This man, who was born in 1599 and died in September 1658, was at first only an M.P. for
Huntingdon. Later he went on to lead the Ironside Cabalry at Marston Moor in 1644, where he
defeated Charles 1. FTP name this man, Lord Protector of England.
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Oliver CROMWELL
9. This rock group debuted in 1994 with "Definitely Maybe," and features the singing and
songwriting of brothers Noel and Liam Gallagher. FfP, name the British band which has now
released the acoustic ballad "Wonderwall."
OASIS

1O. Created at the University of Pennsylvania, it recently celebrated its 50th birthday. Among its
uses were simulated tests of the H-bomb, and it filled a 30-foot by 50-foot room. FfP, name this
grandfather of modern computing.
The Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC)
11. A pupil of Ponchelli, he entered his first opera, Le Villi, in~petitiOn won by Mascagni's
Cavalleria Rusticana. ~a Lescaut was his first success in 189 ,and his fortunes waxed and
waned until his death in
after which Alfano fmished the nal duet in Turandot FfP name
this musician, who als composed Madame Butterfly and La Boheme.
lqJ.!,

Giacaomo PUCCCINI
12. One bronze medal, one silver medal, five gold medals. It was a very impressive tally for
entering seven events in one Olympics, even though this man fell short of the seven gold medals in
seven events earned by his United States swimming predecessor Mark Spitz. FfP, who was this
U.S. star in the pool in the 1988 Summer Olympics?
Matt BIONDI
13. Oliver Ellsworth, Edwards D. White, Melville W. Fuller, Charles E. Hughes, and Morrison
R. Waite. FfP, what post did these people have in common with John Jay and Earl Warren?
CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT
(Pr<> .... ef f-- ~c... l!V' ~ v ('~#-~ CO.Jf'r .J..J$ r,'(..C..)
14. Elected a member of the National Academy of Sciences in 1944, this geneticist also received
the National Medal of Science and was the first female president of the Genetics Society of
America. She worked at the Cold Spring Harbor laboratory, where she did work on "jumping
genes," until her death in 1992. FTP name this scientist awared the Nobel Prize in 1983.
tiliV.:-.rdt.t:i

Barbara MCCLINTOCK
15. A Celtic word meaning "the island of apples," it is the name of the Island of Blessed Souls in
Celtic mythology. In Arthurian legend it is the abode of Arthur, and in some versions, the burial
place where Arthur was carried by Morgan Ie Fay. FTP give this name, also part of the title of a
feminist retelling of Arthurian legend by Marion Zimmer Bradley.
AVALON
16. Although this man, born in 1832, was not technically the founder of psychology, he is so
credited by many for his campaign to make it an independent discipline. He also started the first
experimental psychology lab at the University of Leipzig in 1879. FTP name this psychologist,
who also established the journal Philosophische Studien in 1881.
Wilhelm WUNDT

17. He gained Henry VIII's favor by suggesting a way to to get rid of Catherine of Aragon
without papal dispensation, but when Queen Mary ascended to the throne he was condemned and
burned at the stake. FfP, name this Archibishop of Canterbury who died in 1556.
Thomas CRANMER
18. John Hadley and,Thomas Godfrey developed the marine variety of this instrument, which is
used to measure ~:prirnarily the altitudes of celestial bodies. The name is generally applied to
all mOder~strumen1X whether or not they have an arc of sixty degrees. FrP name this
instrument, _,hiCh takes its name from the original measurement of its arc.
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SEXTANT

19. Born John Dawkins, the badges of this character's trade include a man's hat and coat, with the
sleeves rolled up to fit his child's arms. Nothing is known of his origins, but he is presumably
transported to Australia at the end of the novel. FrP, name this most famous member of Fagin's
gang in Oliver Twist
The AR1FUL DODGER
20. This Nobel Prize winner was born in 1858 and raised in Munich. Although he had decided not
to become a physicist like his father, he attended the University of Berlin, where his study of
thermodynamics led him to the "ultraviolet catastrophe" and the revolutionary A~rpgtbe~is which
1.1_
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~. Born July 14, 1912 in Okemah, Oklahonthe ran away from home after his sister Clara died in
2\· a fire and his mother was committed to an asylum. FrP, name this folk singer and ballad writer,
who composed over 1000 songs including "Union Maid" and "This Land is Your Land".
Woody GUTHRIE.
'1,2, .

.23. This stringed instrument, invented in Italy, is a member of the lute family, and has a deep pearshaped back. FfP, name this instrument, of which there are two types, the Neapolitan and the
Milanese.
MANDOLIN.
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SERENITY

)1'(. J8".Although the backflip is performed in exhibition figure skating matches, it has only been used
in Olympic competition once. For ten points, name the American skater who lost points for this
show of hotdoggery in the winter games at Innsbruck.
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Terry KUBIKA
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26.With Eugene O'Neill and her husband George Cook, she began the Provincetown players, who
performed many of her plays. The author of the novels Fidelity and Brook Evans, her plays
include The Inheritors, The Comic Artist, and Trifles. FTP name this author, who won the
Pulitzer Prize for Alison's House.
Susan GLASPELL

JIf'. This Ohio State basketball player helped the Buckeyes win the national title in his sophomore
year, and was drafted in 1962 by both football's Cleveland Browns and basketball's Boston
Celtics. FTP, name this NBA "sixth man", whose nickname was "Hondo".
John HAVLICEK.

)Iff: Many countries have differejtt versions of and different names for this instrument. The
flemish version is a fairly common sight in the paintings of Brugel. The sound comes from one to
three drones and a chanter, and you do not have to wear a kilt to play one of these lesser known
double reed instruments. FTP what is this instrument usually associated with Scotland?
BAGPIPES
~This Rhodes Scholar actually applied for the prestigious award twice, winning it the second

time, which places him in the same upper academic level of his boss. FTP, name this man whose
relationship with actress Jennifer Grey and whose rather long last name have given him
recognition beyond that of his job? 'Jf'
George STEPHANOPOLOUS

~.

)II!. Invented by John von Neumann in 1937 and extended by von Neumann & Oskar Morgenstern
in 1944, this tool, used by economists to analyze strategic behavior, is currently a major research
field in economics. Name this tool, which seeks to understand oligopoly as well as political and
social rivalries? '"
_
GAME THEORY

BONUSES
1. (30) Given the titles of all but one of a series of books, and their common author, supply the
missing title for ten points each .
./'T.jLouisa May Alcott, Little Women and Little Men
\:.-/
JO'S BOYS
2. Lawrence Durrell, Justine, Mountolive, and Clea
BALTIIAZAR

~Charles Nordhoff and James Hall, Mutiny on the Bounty, Men Against the Sea
'cY' PITCAIRN ISLAND
2. (30) Possibly the most impressive NBA statistic, the quadruple-double signifies reaching a
double-digit amount in four of the five major statistical categories: points, rebounds, assists, steals,
and blocked shots. For ten points each, name the following players after the clues:
1. One of the NBA's great big men before the league achieved its current
popularity, he was the first one in NBA history to earn a quadruple-double.
Nate THURMOND
2. One of the 80's premier defensive players, he also was the leading
scorer for the Toronto Raptors in their inaugural game this season.
Alvin ROBERTSON
. 3. soccer and handball player in his youth in his native Nigeria, hehas recently been
cle
play in the Olympics for the United States
for the fust time.
Hakeem OLAJUWON (uh-keem' uh-lie'-juh-won)

~

3. (30) Give the common last name, 30-20-10.
30 nt: Clive was an English art critic who married Vanessa Stephen, sister to Virginia Woolf.

~~t: Alexander came from Scotland to the U.S. as teacher of a system of speech for the deaf.
~t: Acton, Ellis, and Currer also shared this name.
.
BELL
4. (25) Given a profession or profession, give the patron saint, 5 pts each.
1. Archers and pinmakers
ST. SEBASTIAN
2. Mariners and ferrymen
ST. CHRISTOPHER
3. Brides
ST. NICHOLAS
4. Musicians
ST. CECELIA
Fishermen
ST. PETER

o

5. (20) A pack of playing cards is sometimes called the "History of the Four Kings." In a French
playing pack, which people, for five points each, are the "Four Kings."

DA VIO, king of Israel, ALEXANDER THE GREAT, King of Macedon, muus CAESAR, king
of Rome, CHARLEMAGNE, King of France
6. (25) Given a description of a Nazi leader, you name them for five points each.
1. This man was the head of the Gestapo after 1934 and also served as Minister of the
.
Interior after 1943.
Heinrich HIMMLER
2. He served as Prime Minister of Prussia, President of the Reichstag, and headed the
German Luftwaffe.
Hermann GOERING
3. This man served as Grand Admiral of the German Navy and succeeded Hitler as
Chancellor of the Third Reich in 1945.
Karl DOENITZ

4.)h,S club-footed man served as Nazi Party Leader of Berlin.
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Joseph GOEBBELS

5. This man was Hitler's official architect and became Minister of Armament and
MUnitions in 1942.
Albert SPEER
7. (30) Only five times in Super Bowl history has the Most Valuable Player award gone to
members of the defense. Interestingly enough, three of those awards have gone to players on the
Dallas Cowboys. See if you can answer these questions about Super Bowl defensive MVPs on
the Cowboys, 5-10-15.
5 pt: This cornerback intercepted two passes in this year's Super Bowl to earn MVP honors.
Larry BROWN
10 pt: Allor nothing, which two Cowboys received co-MVP honors in Super Bowl xn, the only
teammates in Super Bowl history to do so?
Randy WHITE and Harvey MARTIN
15 pt: This Cowboy was both the first defensive Super Bowl MVP and the only player to garner
the award while playing on the losing team.
Chuck HOWLEY
8. (25) Given a des
both.
1.

andre
9. (30) 30-20-10 give the term.
'·''r\J~o:ctQ.\
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30 pt: A siHsoiGal quantity having a frequency which is an integraLHultiple of the fundamental
frequency of a periodic quantity of which it is a component.

20 pt: A continuous function which satisfies LaPlace's equation, and whose first derivative is also
a continuous function.
10 pt: In musical terms, a partial whose frequency is an integral multiple of the fundamental
frequency.
HARMONIC
10. Given the opening line of a novel, name the novel for ten points each. If you need the author,
you'll get Y01i ~ue!5!588.tt--five points.
1. An author ought to consider himself, not as a gentleman who gives a private or
eleemosynary treat, but rather as one who keeps a public ordinary, at which all persons are
welcome for their money.
c 8 e : Henry Fielding
TOM JONES
2. I have never begun a novel with more misgiving.
5 pt clue: W. Somerset Maughm
THE RAZOR'S EDGE
3. The two women were alone in the London flat
5 pt clue: Doris Lessing
THE GOLDEN NOTEBOOK
11. (25) Given the following hormones (calcitonin, norepinephrine, somatostatin, and melatonin),
which of the following is the source of each, five points each, five for getting aU correct
Cy. Adrenal medulla
lMoeJ.e.rMz:><"- ~v "or jN<
NOREPINEPHRINE
L
a.",s.,...e<S -v-.r;/ ~
2. Pineal
MELATONIN
3. Thyroid
CALCITONIN
4. Pancreatic Islets
SOMATOSTATIN

J
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12. (30) Name the roman, 30-20-10.
30 pt: He reigned from 37-41 A.D.

~

His nickname, given him by soldiers of the Rhine under his father's command, is

Lati~tle Boots."

10 pt: Instances of his madness include his insistence that he be worshipped as a god, as
well as rumors that he planned to name his favorite horse, Incitatus, a consul.
CALIGULA (Gaius Julius Caesar Germanicus)

13. Give the painter given a work; five points each, and you may choose whether to go on after
each correct answer, because a miss brings an end to the question! you'll get thirty points if you
get all five right.
y..
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1. Madonna of the Rocks
LEONARDO (da Vinci)
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2. Laughing Cavalier
Franz HALS

3. Conversion of St. Paul
CARAV AGGIO (Michelangelo Merisi)
4. A Pilgrimage to Cythera
Jean-Antoine W ATIEAU

5. Telemachus and the Nymphs of Calypso
Angelica KAUFFMANN
14. (30) Name this famous man 30-20-10.
30 pt: He wrote absurdist parables of life such as "The Garden Party", "The Memorandum",
and "Audience".
. t: He emerged as a spokeperson for the Charter 77 human rights movement in 1977.
10 t: The Czechoslovakian parliament elected him president of the republic on Dec. 29,
1 .

~

Vaclav HAVEL.
Name these female philosophers, 5-10-15.
or 5 pts· The objectivist novelist of We the Living and Anthem.
AynRAND
For 10 pts: One-time lover of Heidegger, her works include The Origins of Totalitarianism and
Men in Dark Times.
Hannah ARENDT
s'::;~f'\n'sC

For 15 pts: Known as "Mad Madge of Newcastle," she and her scint.::t:ist husband were part of the
circle which popularized atomistic philosophy.
Margaret CAVENDISH
16. (25) Given these kings of England, name the house to which they belonged,
for five points each.
James I
Henry VIII
Richard II
Edward V

House of STUART.
House of TUDOR.
House of PLANTAGENET (Anjou).
House of YORK.

5.

Edward

vn

House of SAXE-COBURG.

17. (30) Name this invention, 30-20-10.
30 pt: Its inventor is credited as being Callinicus of Heliopolis
in 668 A.D.
20 pt: It was first used by the Greeks of the Byzantine Empire to
repel the attacks of the Saracens of Constantinople in 673.
10 pt: It was a highly inflammable substance, probably composed of
bitumen, sulphur, naphtha, and nitre.
GREEK FIRE.

18. (30) Given a preisdent and the number of his term, name the vice president, with a five point
bonus for all correct.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dwight Eisenhower
Franklin Roosevelt, third term
Abraham Lincoln, first term
Ulysses Grant, first term
William McKinley, first term

Richard NIXON.
Henry A. WALLACE.
Hannibal HAMLIN.
Schuyler COLFAX.
Garret A. HOBART.

19. (25) Given the notes of a chord, describe it as major, minor, augmented,
or diminished. 10 points for one, 25 for both.

~C,Eflat,G

\.·-inNOR

2. E flat, G, B
AUGMENTED
20. (20) In 1974 paleoanthropologist, Donald Johanson, discovered the
skeleton of one of the earliest hominid forms, and he named this individual
Lucy. For 5 points each give the genus and species of this early hominid.
AUSTRALOPITHECUS AFARENSIS
5" fDI~ r~ ~c.l..
Now for 10 mor@ pOlats name any 2 of the remaining 5 species in the
genus Australopithecus.
AUSTRALOPITHECUS ANAMENSIS
"
AETHIOPICUS
"
AFRlCANUS
"
ROBUSTUS
"
BOISEI
21. (30) A short story which tells of a girl from a good family who turns to shoplifting and
prostitution, it is in the form of notes for a school essay. Seeking companionship away from her
status-seeking family, the narrator befriends Clarita and Simon, who becomes her lover and pimp.
For 20 pts give thettitle of this short story.
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HOW I CONTMPLATED THE WORLD FROM THE DETROIT HOUSE OF CORRECTION
AND BEGAN MY LIFE OVER AGAIN
For another ten points, give the author of How 1... (see above!)
Joyce Carol OATES
22. (30) Acronyms, acronyms, everywhere acronyms! Give the actual words
behind the following acronyms, 10 points each:
1. URL
UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATOR
2. SGML
STANDARD GENERALIZED MARKUP LANGUAGE

3. HTTP
HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL
23. (25) This musical trio, formed by Ross Bagdasarian, unfortunately only had one #1 hit,
released in 1958. Their popularity was revived in the early '80s when a radio DJ played Blondie's
"Call Me" at a higher speed and claimed that this group had re-recorded it First, for ten points
name this rather outdoorsy trio.
The CHIPMUNKS
Next, for five points, name the three members of the group
ALYIN, SIMON, THEODORE
For a final ten points, give the first and last names of their long-suffering manager.
DAVESEVllLE
o.(~

24. (30) ThereJ5 naturally occurring elements in the human body. Fourteen
of these elements are only trace elements. For 5 points each name the 6
elements that make up one percent or more of the weight of the human body.
OXYGEN, CARBON, HYDROGEN, NITROGEN, CALCIUM, PHOSPHORUS
25. (20) The Kansas-Nebraska Act is undoubtedly one of the major pieces of legislation of the
19th century. For ten points each, name:
1) The political party which arose from the coalition of Free-Soilers and anti-slavery activists in
response to the legislation.
REPUBLICANS
2) The Congressman who designed the plan to divide the Nebraska territory into Kansas &
Nebraska.
Stephen DOUGLAS

